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ABSTRACT 

The fanlilies of curves present here have been carried out in 
order to find a eirnp!e technique for rapid and accurate determination of 
fault pamzneteis. These curves x e  used in fitting inclined faults to 
gravity anoma!y. 

The families of curves depend oil the theoretical formula of 
jung (1961). These curves are divided into groups, which contain 
~herietical motleis, of faults ranging in dip between 10' and SO0. The 
depth is constmt aiong each group and is different from one group to 
another. In order tb complete the interpretation, the values of 
horizontal gradisnts, vertical gradient and amplitude were calculated and 
iisted in separated nbles. 

It is impracticable to present these curves for whole ranges of 
dip and depths. Visual interpolation bemeen these theroretical curives 
should permit reliable interpretation of any field curves. 

INTRODUCTI ON 

Many methods have been suggested for the interpretation of gravity 

anomalies over an inclined fault, Rho et al (1973) formulate functions of the 

anomaly at several distances from an arbitrary point and the linear equations. Chuta 

Raoand Xam Babu (19801, describe methods based on Hilbert transform (1980). 

Hammer and Anzoleaga (1975). Green 11975) stanley and Green (19761, and Abd 

3-Rahnan and Me.issner (1983), however, introduced a differcnz method for 
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evaluation of ?adt parameter's the other methods mentioned involve reduction of field 

curves and matching with master curves. 

The familie of curves present here have been carried out In order :o find it 

simple technique for rapid and accurate detennina~ioa of fault parameters. Thesc 

curqes depend on the theoretical formula of Jung (1961). They are divided into 

groups; each group contains a theoreticd model of inclined fault ranging in dip 

between i0' and 80°, the depths are constant along each group and are different &om 

one group trr mother. 

The difficulty lay in the great number of cmves required to represent all 

inched Faults for ail values of density contrast, ta overcome lhis difficulty we use 

the knowing values of 'i'lT2 (where T I  and T2 are depth to the upper and lower 

sueface) and I- :teming the density contrast along each profile; also visual 

interpolation between these theortical carves should permit reliable interpretation of 

any field curve. Keep in mind  hat these curves should fulfill the foliowin!: 

conditions : 

i -  Accurate en~ugh to furnish dkgnostic interpretataion yet. 

2- Simple enough to permit rapid avp!icstion. 

To complete the interpretation, the value of vertical gradient, ampIitude ar~d 

the amplitude function of the analytical signal of higher order were calculated to 

choose values of dip in each group and list hem in sepmted tables (Table "I". "11"). 

Theoretical Background : 

The gravity effect due to she inclined fault. Fig. (1) in given by Jung (1961) 

as : 
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g(x) = 2Gp [(x-b) Sin a (Sin a LN $ + Cos 

(v2- ~ 1 )  -+- T.W2 - T v1)I 

where : 

G : is the universal gravitational constant; 

p : is the density contrast between h e  body and i ~ ?  surroundings; 

cc : is the dip angle of the body flanks; 

T1 : is the depth of the upper surface of h e  boried body 

T2 is the depth of the l w e r  s~rfacs of the byried body. 

r 1 9  : are the. distaiice bctween the comers 1 , 2  or' the causative body and the 

~bservation point. 

yf7. yr2 : are the angle between x axis and r l ,  12. 

The vertical gradient gz(xj of grhvity is! 

/ c 

mz(~)=2Gp [Sin a. Cos a. ~ n f 2 - -  sin, (yf2 - wl)] .-..-...-... \-I? b 11 

The verticai gradmt of gravity can be calcuIated from the horizontal gradient 

of grzvity using Hilbert transfcrm techniques (Bracerell 1365) thus we have : 

(-1) gz(x) = g x (x) * - 
3.c x 

Where : 

(-1) - : is the Hilberr - transform of the derac Delta impulse. 
7LX 
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gx (x) : is the Horizontal gradient 

The modulus of the analytical signal is given by 

2 112 A(x) = [gz (x12 + (gx (x )I .......................................................... (4) 

The modulus of the amplitude function of the analytical signal of h i d  order 

is calculated acccrding to the equation : 

A(x) = [gzxx (x)~ + gxxx (x)2l1I2 ...................................................... (5) 

Evaluation of the density c o n m t  using the known values TI T2 and : a 

The gravity vdues at point (c) on the ground surface (Fig. (2j, the equation 

(I) reaches maximum values as at yrl = v2. 

Thus, the entire interpretation process for evaluatior~ of the density conaitst is 

snmmarized in the following steps. 

1- A vertical line is drawn vertically from maximum values of gravity profile 

over the inclined fad4 this line intersec with the ground surface in point (cj. 

2. A line with thc angle a dratn from the point C fig. (2) intersects the two 

horizontal lines A and I3 which represent the depths to the upper and !ower, surfaces 

of b e  known fault. 

3- The previous steps are used to draw the models of fault from these models 

and by applying equation (1) and from knowing the va!ues of TI, T2 and a we can 

determine the density contrast. 

Interpretation procedure : 

For rapid interpretation of gravity profiIes using the constructed curves, the 
? - 
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following procedure is recommended. 

1- The selected profile is taken perpendicular to the strike of thc fault. 

2- A dastement of horizontal scale of giwity profile with the horizontal scale 

of the theoretical curve is made. 

3- The curve matching process is carried out between the theoretical and 

selected profiles. 

4- When thz selected profile coincides with the theoreticai profile we w e  the 

knowr! values of T1;T2 and (a) to evaluate the density contrast as exyhines in the 

previous positions. 

5- Using tables (2 ,  2) in completing of the intsrpreation. we get vlertical 

gradient, amplitude and amplitude functaion of the analytiacal signal of higher order. 
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Plate 1 - 
Master Curves for interpsitation Gravsry ancwaly due to 

inclined rault 

Whare : 

TI = depth to upper sur face  = 0.5 m 
T2 = depth to lower .%-*ace = 3.0 XP 
C = angle of d i p  ranging from 0-60' 
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PlateZ: 

Uaster Curves for interpritatioi; Gravity anomaly duo to 

inclined Fault 

When: 

TI = 1.0 KB1 T2 = 3.0 Km 

P = angle of dip ranging froca 0-80' 
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i "C" . . 

Master Curves for interpritation Gravity anomaly due t.o 

lnclined Fault 

Where : 

TI = i.0 Km T2 = 5.0 Km 

a = angle of dip razging frm 0-80° 



PlazeS: - 
Master Curves for interpritatioc Gravity anomaly due 

inclined Fault 
Whe-e : 

TI = 1.0 Km T2 = 2.0  Kna 

c = angle of dip ranging froa 0-W0 
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Piate6: 
Master Curves for intcrpritatIon Gravity anomaly due tc 

tnclined Fault 

a = angle of d i p  ranging from 0-ftfl0 



nester C x v e s  for in~erprxtation Gravity anomaly due to 
inc l ined  Fault  

W h e r e  : 
TI = 3 . 0  -ail T2 = 6.0 Sin 

a = angle of dip  r ang ing  fzom 8-30° 
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PlateE: 

Master Curves for interpritation Gravity anomaly due to 

inclined Fault 

Where : 

TI = 3 . 0  Xm T~ = 7.5 i(n 

3 = angle of dip ranging Lroa 0-80' 
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